Effect of Cuff Placement on Blood Pressure Measurement in Conscious Healthy Dogs
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Abstract

Blood pressure determination is a very helpful aid in the diagnosis and monitoring of several diseases in small animal medicine. Non-invasive methods for blood pressure measurement are currently the most rapid and practical alternative in the clinical setting, however only few studies have dealt with selecting the best cuff position for its determination. The aim of the study was to determine the best site for cuff placement (limbs and tail) during non-invasive blood pressure measurement in healthy subjects. Arterial blood pressure was measured by use of an oscillometric system in 22 clinically healthy dogs. Five consecutive measurements were obtained from five different sites: left and right median arteries, left and right tibial cranial arteries and coccygeal artery then were compared. Significant differences were found in systolic blood pressure measured from the right hind limb. Heart rate, age, and weight were not found to have a significant influence on arterial blood pressure. We suspect that the long duration of the procedure was the culprit, leading to stress, which as a result, led to higher blood pressure on the mentioned limb. Based on our results, we concluded that all limbs as well as the tail are suitable sites for routine blood pressure determination, as long as the procedure is completed within a rational time period.
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Introduction

Scientific advancements in modern medicine have helped prolong significantly human life length. In the veterinary field, these achievements have been just marginal; more of them due to adequate veterinary preventive care, among others. However, it is expected that in the next decades there will be also great progresses in the field of companion animal medicine due to the tendency to suffer from conditions related to ageing, as occurs in human beings [1]. Diseases like chronic renal disease, cancer or heart disease are very common in the geriatric dog or cat [2]. A very common complication from the above mentioned circumstances is systemic hypertension, and when properly diagnosed, warrant classification and management. Systemic hypertension is of concern, because can cause injury to tissues, commonly referred to as Target-Organ Damage (TOD), which is generally a strong indication for antihypertensive therapy [3,4].

Recent advancements in diagnostic techniques to determine Blood Pressure (BP) make possible to obtain rapid and accurate measurements in conscious animals. One priority for a busy practitioner and owners is to obtain quick and reliable results by using non-invasive methods. Due to the increasing accuracy, reliability, and promptness of Non-Invasive Blood Pressure (NIBP) measurement systems, as well as their reasonable cost, they are now becoming a significant diagnostic tool in daily clinical practice [5]. Clinical applications range from routine screening (preventive care) through diagnosis and monitoring the course of a disease [6]. Regular follow-ups have been to gained a long-term trend-line of individual measurements [3,6]. As patients age, changes in the trend line can be used as an indication of a possible underlying disease [3]. To regard, many factors make BP determination in dogs very challenging. Since small animals have relatively small blood vessels and they possess fur, which complicates repeated measurements, BP determination in dogs is very challenging [7]. However, other factors such as breed, age, gender, and degree of anxiety also influence BP. Furthermore, there is a minute-to-minute spontaneous physiological change in BP, as well as circadian changes [4]. Due to the aforementioned reasons, during the last years, there have been attempts to increase the accuracy and reliability of NIBP techniques. The efforts to standardise have been initiated by the veterinary blood pressure society, aimed by the ACVIM, which devised a consensus statement in the form of a diagnostic protocol to minimize bias including human and devised related [3]. Although effects of body position on indirect BP measurements [8,9] and relations between BP measurement techniques and selected cuff positions in dogs [10] were reported, different cuff placements and its relation with physiologic parameters using a single BP method in healthy conscious dogs are not studied yet.

The aims of the present study were to determine BP values in different body places using an Oscillometric System (OS) in conscious healthy dogs, and determine relationships between BP and heart rate (HR), body weight, age and total measurement time.

Materials and Methods

Patients

Twenty-two dogs (5 males, 17 females) between 10 months and 10 years of age (5.3 ± 0.98), weighing between 3.5-40 kg (19.3 ± 4.6) participated in the study (Table 1). The subjects belonged to faculty staff and students of the University of Veterinary and Pharmaceutical Sciences Brno. No requirements, other than being clinically normal were established.
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Measurement of BP

The procedure was conducted without the presence of the owners. During the procedure, only two individuals were present in the room - the investigator, which operated the equipment, and one assistant (nurse or student). A not populated room was specifically chosen for this purpose, which offered a quiet environment, without interference. In there, dogs were allowed several minutes to acclimatize. Measurements of BP were acquired from the right and left median and cranial tibial arteries and coccygeal artery in both right and left lateral recumbent positions. The examined limb was contralateral to a side in which the patient was laying in order to maintain the limb at the approximate with the cuff at or close to the level of the right atrium and reduce the effect of pressure on the arteries. Commercial washable BP cuffs were used. The cuff size was determined (~40% of the circumference of the limb) and first applied to the left forelimb (medio-proximal to the carpus). The patient was minimally restrained, and once it was calm, a series of 5 measurements of BP (systolic, diastolic and mean arterial pressures) were obtained. Subsequent measurements were carried out in this order: left hind limb (above the hock), base of the tail, right forelimb and right hind limb. The sequence of measurements was maintained in all patients and the time recorded (Table 1). An automatic OS was used (Vetmon 2200, Czech Republic). Values of systolic, mean and diastolic blood pressure (SAP, MAP and DAP respectively) were displayed. The highest and lowest values were discarded, and an average of the remaining values was calculated.

Statistical analysis

Normality of all variables was confirmed using Shapiro-Wilk test. To determine differences of BP between cuff sites ANOVA test was used. A Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) Post-Hoc tests for one-way ANOVA were used to evaluate differences between means. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to assess associations of BP with HR, weight and age. The results in all tests were considered significant when p<0.05

Results

A total of 550 measurements were obtained from 22 clinically normal dogs at 5 sites using an OS (Table 1). Though unrecorded, total measurement time for all BP was assessed from 35 to 90 minutes. All values distributed normally. ANOVA tests found significant differences between cuff placements for SAP (p=0.01) and MAP (p=0.03) whereas DAP did not show significant differences (p=0.12). Tukey HSD Post-Hoc tests revealed that source of difference in SAP (consequently in MAP) among placements was due to the values obtained from the right hind limb (Figure 1).

SAP and MAP values were found to be the highest in the right cranial tibial artery (158 mm Hg and 120 mm Hg respectively) (Figure 2). There were no correlations between BP with HR, weight and age.

Discussion

In this study, BP measurements and its relation with body weight, age and measurement time were discussed based on five different cuff placements in healthy conscious dogs. Our results showed that all limbs and tail might be used for routine BP determination in dogs. There is only a handful of information in the literature and the web concerning cuff placement in veterinary patients. In general, different sources coincided that the limb one uses should be at heart level. Anecdotally on dogs, the best site for cuff placement would be over the metacarpal area and alternately, either the metatarsal area. On cats, between the elbow and the carpus, however the tail is also an acceptable site to measure...
were observed after changes in body position [13,14]. These findings shown uniformity in results, where both increases and decreases in BP position compared to lateral recumbence [8]. Human studies have not showing that DAP was significantly lower when measured in a standing by OS at the coccygeal artery and the effect of body position on BP determined reference values of BP in unsedated Irish Wolfhounds that metatarsal site provided the strongest correlation. Another study tibial sites were the most correlated whereas Doppler determined invasive radio telemetric system [12]. OS showed that coccygeal and by comparing OS and ultrasonic Doppler devices with a standardized sites (coccygeal, metacarpal, metatarsal, tibial, and median arteries) BP in both species [11]. One study determined five measurement sites (coccyegeal, metacarpal, metatarsal, tibial, and median arteries) by comparing OS and ultrasonic Doppler devices with a standardized invasive radio telemetric system [12]. OS showed that coccyegeal and tibial sites were the most correlated whereas Doppler determined that metatarsal site provided the strongest correlation. Another study determined reference values of BP in unsedated Irish Wolfhounds by OS at the coccyegeal artery and the effect of body position on BP showing that DAP was significantly lower when measured in a standing position compared to lateral recumbence [8]. Human studies have not shown uniformity in results, where both increases and decreases in BP were observed after changes in body position [13,14]. These findings certainly raise the question whether there is a relationship between hypertension and posture with regards to alterations in BP.

In our study, significant changes in SAP were observed which also probably affected by directly accurate changes in the MAP. Previous research comparing simultaneous direct and indirect BP measurements suggested that SAP varies the most, either due to greater liability or greater measurement error [15]. The same conducted work also found DAP to be the least variable, both within (moment-by-moment variability) and between occasions (day-to-day variability), therefore more accurately reflecting the true BP. The differences of SAP measurements due to cuff placements (limbs and tail) were higher than that of DAP and MAP measurements. This might be explained, at least in part, by the distal pulse wave amplification phenomenon. The pulse pressure increases from the central aorta to the peripheral muscular arteries in the extremities due to reflected pulse waves and distensibility (stiffness) differences between aorta and peripheral arteries [16]. However, one should interpret carefully any result due to measurement artefacts like stress or related with operator and used devices or to the fact that SAP between occasion’s decreases as more measurements are obtained. Because the above reasons, we used healthy dogs belonging to students or staff because they are get used to manipulation and to the clinical environment. These findings support once more that more emphasis should be given to DAP rather than SAP when evaluating a patient’s health status using OS.

One of the main problems encountered during the procedure was the length of the OS to obtain a measurement and in some instances when movements of the dog have caused to errors. As a result, instead of completing a series of 25 measurements within the alloted 30-45 minutes, in several cases it took up to 1.5 hours. Several studies have found that the traditional OS consistently underestimates BP.
in conscious dogs [12,17,18]. The use of high-definition oscillometric systems could refine accuracy of measurements, as it contains a 32 bit processor (compared to 8 bit processor in conventional OS) which is much less prone to errors. Undoubtedly, the length of the procedure had a significant effect on the accuracy of measurements (Table 1). First, it was difficult for some of the dogs to remain calm for such an extended period of time. Second, it was frustrating for the investigators, which could also have been sensed by the patients. Several studies have concluded that anxious dogs have higher SAP, DAP and MAP [4,17].

All measurements were done in lateral recumbence in order to maintain cuff places at roughly the level of the heart. When a measurement site that is much lower than the heart, will lead to falsely elevated values and vice versa [13]. This procedure was conducted in absence of the owners. White-coat effect might have increased in some patients due to the absence of the owners, however, several of the patients were owned by the clinic’s staff and students, and therefore might have been less affected. This sequence might have influenced the results in some ways, since in most cases patients became calmer during the middle part of the procedure, and then more anxious towards the end. In humans, BP machines have become increasingly affordable, allowing individuals to measure their own BP at home, thus eliminating the potential white-coat effect. If this trend trickles into the veterinary community as HDO systems becomes more affordable like other diagnostics like urine glucose, etc.; remains to be seen.

Conclusion

Significant differences were found between SAP and consequently MAP obtained from and between the limbs and the tail, when measured in lateral recumbence. However, DAP showed to be the least variable then it could be used more truthfully in reproducing the true BP. There was no significant correlation between blood pressure, heart rate, weight, and age. Although there are many limitations to this kind of study, we achieved in to determine BP under “normal” clinical conditions; therefore the variations in the measurements, as presented throughout the study are an important reminder of the challenges faced daily by clinicians in obtaining accurate and reliable data. Although cuff placement is important, if it remains the same between occasions, its importance of the technique diminishes. Furthermore, it highlights the importance of regular monitoring of BP, in order to acquire trends, which are more correlated to patient’s physical condition. Further study is may be required in order to reinforce our findings.
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